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Press release 

 
Anaid Art Gallery presents "Extins / contemporary jewelry and 

accessories", curator Dan Pierşinaru 
 

Tuesday, 5th December 2006, at 07:00 it will take place at ANAID ART GALLERY the 
opening of the exhibition "Extins / contemporary jewelry and accessories", curator Dan 
Pierşinaru. The public interested in contemporary art will be able to visit the exhibition from 
5th December 2006 until 15th January 2007. 
 
Extins means the existence of the author jewelry outside the decorative and commercial in 
witch it is often seen by the public and the presentation in another form, as is it at the 
beginning: like a concept. Extins proposes, for the first time, the selection of some young 
author jewelry designers in a space of a private contemporary art gallery: Anaid Art Gallery. 
 
Young nine designers:  Ana Alexe  
      Angi Apostol 

Carla Szabo 
Kristina Dragomir 
Kuki Constantinescu 
Kuki Constantinescu 
Mihaela Tarhuna 
Mihaela Zvîncă 

                                           Roxana Davidescu, were invited in the framework of the project 
Extins that each of them to make installations, own compositions, using like support for that 
the hand made objects itself. They experiments and go out from the restrictive space of the 
shops and proposes another form for theirs creation laboratory, making visible to the public 
through an contemporary art object, the concept that stays at the beginning of the object: the 
jewelry. Another mark of the project is that don’t try to define the classical meaning of the 
jewelry. The project goes to the experimental side, exploited the metal, glass, wood, 
plexiglass like materials, signs of the present and contemporary ambient in that they leave. 
The contemporary author jewelry creates oneself a way in which the luxury, privilege, 
permanency; exclusivist meaning are leaved beside. In exchange it proposes to investigate 
the relation between different materials, forms, colours, structures, values and states. In this 
context, to use just one word: jewelry is inaccurately. In the contemporary jewelry the 
confines became fluid, the jewelry fulfilling many functions and becoming an indispensable 
accessories thru that it desire always to transmit a state or to capture the attention to that 
people that compose the medium, the creation or the maintaining of an identity. 
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Anaid Art Gallery invites you to make a trip into the world of contemporary jewelry and 
accessories fromMonday until Friday between 11:00 am - 07:00 pm, Saturday between 
10:00 am - 06:00 pm. 
Curator: Dan Pierşinaru 
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